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Some reference customers: ABB, Borregaard, Cegelec, Continental, Daimler, 
E.ON, ISS, Linde, Komatsu, Magna, Northwest Pipe Company (USA), Schwenk, 
Siemens, Stihl, Vaillant, Vattenfall and Wanzl use KONZMANN Add-Ins. 
 

KONZMANN optimises 
your purchasing 
processes and 
applications directly in 
your SAP® system. 

All Add-In products are 
ABAP coded and 
seamlessly fit into your 
system. 

More detailed information 
and podcasts at: 

www.konzmann.eu 
 

5 
VENDOR MANAGEMENT 

- Vendor evaluation 
- Certificate administration 
- Contract monitoring 
- Portal / web access 

 
Evaluate your vendors regularly and flexibly in SAP with the click of a button 
Benchmarking documents the performance of the vendor and provides for a permanent and 
revision–safe archiving in your SAP system. The integrated KONZMANN Vendor 
Management add-in enables a consolidated overview of soft and hard facts in detail down to a 
breakdown at material level. Specify the user group according to the roll principal. Benchmark 
your vendors with freely definable soft and hard facts in your personalized hierarchy direct in  
SAP. Define your own result lists and evaluation categories. Engage all involved parties  
(departments, vendors etc) in the communication and evaluation. 
 
Administrate the certificates for your vendors, or else for you materials 
Maintain and check the vendor certificates for validity in your SAP system. Specify the 
authorized certificate types or let the vendor maintain their own certificate updates. 
Internal certificate approval. 

 
Supervision of contracts 
Monitor vendor contracts according to validity dates, quantities ordered to date for 
quantity contracts or values ordered to date according to value contracts. Inform 
your buyers early per email regarding contracts due for renewal. 

 
Allow your vendors to participate in the process! Inform them! 
Through the Konzmann portal, vendors can register according to your required fields 
and participate actively in the process. Confidential data and evaluation results can be 
maintained as “viewing only allowed” or fully hidden. 
The portal function enables secure access to your SAP system e.g. for vendors as 
well as customers and employees via internet – without an additional platform. The 
„external users“ need only a web-browser. You only need your SAP basic system. 
Almost any SAP transaction can be made available via Internet. 
 
 
� Fast, transparent collaboration with vendors accelerates the procurement processes 

� Favourable software acquisition and maintenance costs 

� Modification free ABAP coding in own worldwide reserved namespace in SAP. Compatible 
from SAP release 4.6c and upwards 

� Implementation per transport directly in your SAP System 


